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CAN TWO WILD CREATURES HELP EACH OTHER TO A BETTER LIFE?

From Academy Award®-winning director John Zaritsky



FROM ACADEMY AWARD®-WINNING DIRECTOR JOHN ZARITSKY

At a prison in the high desert foothills of the Colorado Rocky Mountains, hardened
criminals are taught the training methods of ‘horse whisperers’ to tame and saddle-
train wild mustang horses taken from the herd that roams government lands. Failure
means one more defeat for the inmate; success could save both lives. The Wild
Horse Inmate Program (WHIP) is a unique form of rehabilitation in a system not
known for its humanity.

The inmates who volunteer for the program are in for armed robbery, assault, drug
offences and theft. Most have never ridden a horse before, let alone trained a wild one.

“These mustangs, you pressure them too much and they can’t handle it. They are
either going to be trying to jump out of the pen or they are going to turn and try and
fight, trying to save their life,” says staff trainer Guy McEnulty. “People to me are a
lot the same way as the horse. If you get them excited they can’t think very good and
a lot of the times make the wrong decisions.”

Can a wild creature be rehabilitated and socialized for safe interaction with humans?
Can two wild creatures – prisoner and mustang – help each other to a better life?

The Wild Horse Redemption follows the men and mustangs of the Wild Horse
Inmate Program through one training cycle. Staff member McEnulty guides
experienced inmate trainers as they try to teach new trainees how to break horses
fresh from the range. Some won’t make it.

“Almost all of them are scared starting out but as they work with the horse, they
develop a communication that helps get rid of some of that fear. There are a few
guys that never get over that fear. They are just not cut out to be a horse trainer.”

With spectacular footage and raw emotion, The Wild Horse Redemption is about
man and nature in one of the rare instances where the balance between the two
seems to be working out just about right.
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Throughout my career I have tried to raise awareness and change public attitudes
about many issues – always using personal stories to illustrate a bigger theme. For
many years I’ve been fascinated by stories of redemption and the idea that most
people are never beyond reaching – if the right intervention takes place at the right
time. When the story of the Wild Horse Inmate Program came to my attention, I felt I
had found the right personal story with which to illustrate the bigger issue.

The more I learned about this story, the more I became convinced this was a unique
opportunity to create a film that can change hearts and minds, while also reaching a
very large audience. This was a very exciting prospect for me as a filmmaker.

The story of the men and horses of the Wild Horse Inmate Program is a perfect
cinematic situation. It is a self-contained story that unfolded before my camera over
a defined period of time; the action and the participants told the story, without the
need for the use of expert commentators; the characters are compelling, complex,
and attractive; the setting is stunning. The journeys of the characters are dramatic,
emotional, unpredictable and varied. There is success and failure. But in the successes
is the underlying message I want to get across to my audience: that even the most
habitual of criminals, caged in a justice system not known for its humanity, can find a
way out, a way through to a personal salvation – given the opportunity.

Jon Peterson, our lead character, has been in prison 19 of his 42 years of life. Until he
started participating in this program, he had no hope of anything better. If he is
arrested again after his release, he will spend the rest of his life in prison as an habitual
criminal. The lessons he has learned from working with the wild horses – creatures so
much like himself – have given him hope for the first time. That he was also trusted to
pass on his knowledge to other inmates is a huge step forward for him. But when he
is released, there are no guarantees he will remain free, and the odds are against him.

As a Canadian filmmaker, I feel I have always been more interested in, and ready to
tell, stories that might go against the political climate of the times. Canadian
governments are increasingly taking the U.S. example in matters of law and order as
a template for changes to our own system. That example is seen to be one of harsher
punishment: more frequent incarceration, longer sentences, less ‘coddling’ of
prisoners. And yet here is an example of a program – in a southern U.S. state, currently
Republican – that is taking the opposite approach and finding success.

In a way, I am inspired to tell this story because of the increasing homelessness I see
around me in Vancouver. There are many factors contributing to this situation, but the
one that concerns me most is a shift towards an “every man for himself” attitude that
is causing many of us, and our institutions, to turn our backs on the less fortunate. The
inmates in the Cañon City facility are quite likely to end up living on the streets, as are
our own ex-cons. For some of them, the Wild Horse Inmate Program is their last
chance to avoid this fate. Those of us in the well-off countries of the Western world
should see that – given a chance – the most unlikely people can achieve rehabilitation,
and find a way forward.

If The Wild Horse Redemption helps change some minds, I will have done my job.

John Zaritsky
Vancouver
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I have always been surprised by the many ways the ideas for films come to us.
Sometimes it’s a blast of inspiration in the middle of the night. More often it is
something much more mundane, like a newspaper item; and occasionally it’s a series
of unrelated events that are downright serendipitous.

About two years ago, my brother Bob McKeown, a broadcast journalist with the CBC
whose regular job is with The Fifth Estate, was asked to interview a variety of people
for the CBC’s People’s History of Hockey series. Among them were Canadian
authors Alison Griffiths and David Cruise, who wrote the bestseller Net Worth, the
book that blew the lid off the Alan Eagleson scandal. At the end of an interview about
hockey, Bob asked what they were working on now. The result of that bit of small talk
is the documentary film about prison inmates and wild mustang horses that is about
to premiere at a major film festival.

What Alison and David told Bob was that they were writing a book about a character
nicknamed Wild Horse Annie, the woman who led the fight to get the wild mustang
herds of the American West protected by law – a law that was finally passed in 1971.
Among the offshoots of that law was the need to manage the herd size, to protect
the habitat of the horses. So horses were taken off the range. And if they were going
to be adoptable by the public, someone had to train them.

Alison and David know a good story when they see one, and when they learned that
prison inmates were being taught the methods of horse whisperers to saddle-train
wild mustangs, they immediately thought “documentary.” I’m very glad they just
happened to mention this idea to my brother while the CBC crew was wrapping up
from their hockey interview. Bob also knows a good idea when he hears it. I think it
was about half an hour later that he called me from California, where Alison and
David were living at the time.

When a great film subject smacks you in the face, you have to act quickly, because
the chances are someone else will stumble over the idea before bedtime. I asked
my colleague, director John Zaritsky, if he’d be interested in directing a story about
prisoners and wild horses and redemption in a spectacular setting. I can’t remember
what the first word of his answer was, and it isn’t printable anyway, but the second
word was yes.

Because this was a very American story, I thought our best bet would be to approach
American broadcasters. While I was planning that daunting campaign, I happened
to be talking to CBC’s Catherine Olsen about another film, and mentioned this great
story I knew she’d have no interest in. Happily, as frequently happens, I was wrong.
The CBC offered us a development deal. But that was just the end of the beginning.
As we prepared to shoot a demo, we lost our access.

There are only a few U.S. prisons that have this inmate / wild horse training program.
David and Alison had done their book research on the program at a prison in Nevada.
Everyone there was onside – from the warden through the horse program staff to
the inmates. Well, almost everyone. When we went for our final access approval, the
new director of Nevada prisons said no. I don’t think he even read the proposal.
“Media? NO!”
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So we had a great story, an interested broadcaster, development money, and no
access. Happily, the prison in Colorado that pioneered the training program in the late
eighties was willing to talk to us. I went to meet the people behind the program and
the inmates who were then working as trainers. They all agreed to let us film the
training for two and a half days, for the demo. It was an audition for both parties: they
had to show us there was a good story here, and we had to prove we could film it
without disrupting the training, or pissing off the inmates, or getting hospitalized by the
horses.

Although the demo filming took place almost entirely on the horse ranch area of the
prison, it is still a prison. There was constant tension, and security was very tight. In
this high-pressure environment, our crew was very small – by necessity, but also
because this was the best way to get close to the men and the horses.

We set out to make a 3-minute demo, but after only those two and a half days of
shooting, had such great footage that we couldn’t stop ourselves until the 9-minute
mark. I’ve never had a demo so well received. It sealed the deal at CBC and with
everyone at the prison and the horse program. The NFB came onboard for distribution
because they believed we had that rarest of beasts, a possible theatrical documentary.

With the usual complications of the Canadian funding system, it was almost a year
before we got to start principal photography. But, thanks to the demo, when we went
back to start filming, the inmates and staff already felt like movie stars, and we had –
for the most part – very willing subjects.

The horses were another matter entirely. To a wild horse, every movement is suspect,
every change in their environment a reason to panic and kick or run or buck. Moving
film equipment around these animals was always a cause for tension. And although
we were welcomed by the staff, their first priority was the safety of the animals. The
inmates too, of course, but most of them were used to getting hurt.

Although the inmates were cooperative, they were also in prison, at the mercy of their
case workers and anxious to get out. On a couple of occasions we found ourselves
scrambling to get back down to Colorado because one of our characters was
suddenly about to get sent to community corrections – a halfway house. The transitory
nature of the inmates’ participation was a constant concern to us, as it is to the Wild
Horse Inmate program itself. Men were shipped out, or quit after getting scared or
getting hurt, or they lost the ‘gate pass’ they need to work in the program because of
bad behaviour inside the institution. It doesn’t take much; we once lost a character for
the offence of “sagging and dragging” – wearing pants too low on the hips in the hip-
hop gangsta style.

Like all good documentary filmmaking experiences, it was a big adventure. And it all
started with a casual conversation among strangers who met for an interview about
hockey. It’s a film by Canadians. Hockey had to figure in somewhere.

Terence McKeown
Vancouver
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JOHN ZARITSKY has won more than 30 awards for his documentary films. Some of
his major honours include an Academy Award® in 1982 for his documentary Just
Another Missing Kid, a Cable Ace Award in 1987 for Rapists: Can They be Stopped?,
a Golden Gavel Award from the American Bar Association for My Husband is Going
to Kill Me, a Robert F. Kennedy Foundation Award for Born in Africa, and an Alfred
Dupont Award from Columbia University’s School of Journalism in 1994 for Romeo
and Juliet in Sarajevo. His films have won prizes at the New York Film Festival, the
American Film Festival, Banff Television Festival, Houston International Film Festival,
Columbus Ohio Film Festival and the John Muir Medical Film Festival. Three films −
Broken Promises, Born in Africa and Romeo and Juliet in Sarajevo − were nominated
for Emmy Awards. In addition, Zaritsky has won seven Geminis, Canada’s national
television award, including the 2005 award for Best Director in a Documentary Series
for College Days, College Nights. In 1995-96, he was artist-in-residence at the
graduate school of journalism, University of California at Berkeley.

Prior to entering the film business, Zaritsky worked as a newspaper reporter for seven
years. In 1970, he received a Ford Foundation Fellowship to study at the Washington
Journalism Center for six months. In 1972, he won a National Newspaper Award for
his investigative reporting at Canada’s Globe and Mail.
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TERENCE McKEOWN

Producer Terence McKeown was born in Ottawa. His mother, Vaida, was a post-war
immigrant from Estonia and one of the first displaced persons to be accepted into
Canada. His father, Robert, an Irish immigrant, was a journalist in the Parliamentary
Press Gallery and a part-time filmmaker who produced and directed two
documentary series, which ran on CBC Television in the mid-1950s.

Over the past 22 years, Terence McKeown has worked in documentary film production
as a producer, writer, director, composer and sound recordist. He has produced
documentaries with national prime-time broadcasts in Canada on CBC, CTV, Global,
Discovery Canada and the Documentary Channel. McKeown became a professional
musician at the age of 13. After many frustrating years in rock bands, he began writing
music for documentary films, then moved into production with his brother, broadcast
journalist Bob McKeown. Their second production, The Boys on the Bus, a film about
the EdmontonOilers hockey team,won aGemini Award for Best Sports Program in 1987.

For the past five years he has worked with Oscar®-winning director John Zaritsky,
producing four one-off documentaries and a six-hour series. In 2005, McKeown also
produced, wrote and directed Radiation Roulette for the CBC’s Passionate Eye
series. The film was chosen as a Hors Concours selection at the 2006 Banff World
Television Awards and was nominated Best Science Documentary for the 2006 Leo
Awards (B.C.’s film and television awards). He has received two Gemini production
nominations, one in 2002 for The Parkinson’s Enigma and one in 1998 for Quake
Hunters, as well as a Chris Award from the Columbus International Film and Video
Festival. He has also received five Gemini nominations and one award in the Best
Sound in an Information / Documentary Program or Series category.
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Co-producer – Confessions of an Innocent Man, feature-length documentary by
Paperny Films Inc. about William Sampson, who was tortured by Saudi Arabia for a
murder he didn’t commit; in production for CTV Television and the National Film
Board for 07/08 release.

Producer – The Wild Horse Redemption, feature-length documentary about
convicts in an American prison who are taught to be horse whisperers to save wild
mustangs; in production for CBC Television for 07/08 release.

Producer / Co-writer – The Suicide Tourist, feature-length documentary about
assisted suicide for CTV Television; premiered at the Hot Docs International
Documentary Festival April 2007.

Producer / Director / Writer – Radiation Roulette, one-hour documentary about the
dangers ofmedical radiation for CBC’sPassionate Eye series; premieredOctober 6, 2005.

Producer – College Days College Nights, a six-hour series about one year in the
lives of sixteen university students for the Documentary Channel and CBC Television;
premiered in March 2005.

Producer – Men Don’t Cry: Prostate Cancer Stories, one-hour documentary for
CBC Television’s Witness series; June 2003. Nominated for a Golden Sheaf Award
at the Yorkton Festival and won a Chris Statue at the Columbus Film Festival.

Producer – No Kidding: The Search for the World’s Funniest Joke, one-hour
documentary for CBC Television’sWitness series; August 2003.

Producer – The Parkinson’s Enigma, two one-hour documentary specials about
Parkinson’s disease featuring Michael J. Fox, for CTV Television and the Discovery
Channel, produced by Raincoast Storylines; March 2002.Gemini nomination for Best
Science, Technology, Nature, Environment or Adventure Documentary Program.

Producer – On Wings and Dreams: The Building of Canada’s Airlines, one-hour
documentary special for Global Television produced by Lightship Media Limited and
Paperny Films Inc. February 2002.

Producer – The Making of Ivan Reitman, one-hour documentary biography of the
film director for CBC’s Life and Times series, produced by Paperny Films Inc.;
February 2002.

Producer – Captured Rain, two one-hour documentaries about the science and
politics of water for Discovery Channel Canada and the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation; December 2000. Also music composer.

Producer / Co-Director – Nellie McClung: The Sculpting of Angels, one-hour
documentary biography ofNellieMcClung forCBC’s Life and Times series; February 2000.

Producer – Stopping Traffik, one-hour documentary on the war against the war on
drugs for CBC Television’sWitness series; November 1999. Also music composer.

Producer – The Gene Squad, one-hour documentary on DNA and criminal justice for
CBC Television’sWitness series; March 1999. Also music composer.
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Producer – The Poet and the Bandit, one-hour documentary biography of Susan
Musgrave and Stephen Reid for CBC Television’s Life and Times series; February
1999. Also music composer.

Producer – Quake Hunters, one-hour documentary on earthquakes for CBC
Television’s Witness series; February 1998. Gemini nomination for Best Science,
Technology, Nature, and Environment Documentary Program.

Producer –Frontier to First Class:MaxWardofWardair, one-hour documentary biography
for CBC Television’s Life and Times series; November 1997. Also music composer.

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

1998 – 2005 Executive producer, producer, director, writer for documentary
programs and series.

1985 – 1997 Producer, music composer, sound recordist for documentary and
current affairs television programs.

1978 – 1985 Artist manager and record producer in the music industry.

AWARDS: Two Gemini nominations for producing.
Five Gemini nominations, one award for sound recording.

Contact: Terence McKeown
Point Grey Pictures Inc.
#4 – 1214 7th Ave. W. Vancouver, BC, Canada V6H 1B6
604-742-9967 fax 604-742-9957 E-mail: tmckeown@shaw.ca
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POINT GREY PICTURES presents THE WILD HORSE REDEMPTION

produced in association with THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

and THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA

based on the story 90 DAY HORSES BY ALISON GRIFFITHS AND DAVID CRUISE

associate producer MARK MAUCHLINE

production manager LAURIE CASE

sound recording PATRICK BRERETON

cinematography IAN KERR, JOHN COLLINS

composer DANIEL SÉGUIN

editor TANYA MARYNIAK

writers BOB MCKEOWN, JOHN ZARITSKY

executive producers JOHN ZARITSKY, TERENCE MCKEOWN

producer TERENCE MCKEOWN

directed by JOHN ZARITSKY

Produced with the participation of the CANADIAN TELEVISION FUND created by the
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with the participation of THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA FILM INCENTIVE B.C.
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WHIP: THE WILD HORSE INMATE PROGRAM

What is a saddle-trained horse?
A “saddle-trained horse” describes a mustang that has been hand selected, brought
through and graduated from the Horse Program’s 90 days of training.

The training process takes several months and begins with round pen work. The first
step is to use the mustang’s natural instincts and behaviour to teach the horse to trust
humans. Once this is accomplished, the horse is introduced to the halter, grooming,
and eventually to the saddle. The first few rides are short, from 15-30 minutes, and
each session ends on a positive note. As the horse becomes accustomed to a rider, it
is taught to respond to pressure via verbal commands, leg cues and reins. The horse
is started in a snaffle bit and remains in a snaffle bit throughout its training. As the
horse becomes more trusting and knowledgeable, it is taken out of the round pen and
worked in an open arena for the remainder of its training.

When finished, all saddle-trained mustangs:
• Can be caught and haltered easily
• Will pick up feet for trimming and shoeing
• Will back, turn, stop on command
• Will stand to be saddled and mounted
• Are familiar with flexion and collection
• Change gaits on command
• Lunge in an open field
• Can do simple lead changes
• Sidepass to open and close gates
• Drag a log
• Will allow a lariat to be thrown by the rider
• Are introduced to a rain slicker
• Lead into and out of a 4-horse, slant load or stock trailer

What types of training methods are used at the Wild Horse Inmate Program (WHIP)?
The Horse Program uses only resistance-free training methods. The staff at the Horse
Program have many years of experience and attend training clinics from professional
horse trainers. They continually strive to produce confident, relaxed, willing mustangs
and find that using the resistance-free methods greatly benefits not only the horses but
also the inmates.

Inmates that volunteer for WHIP are carefully selected and screened for this unique
educational and employment program. Each inmate will participate in approximately
200 hours of classroom and practical instruction prior to being qualified to train horses.
Through hard work and dedication each inmate will develop personal pride through his
accomplishments.

Upon qualifying to train horses, inmates begin by gentling the horse and getting it
accustomed to people and personal handling. Trainers are taught to use the natural
instincts and behaviours so that each horse willingly accepts the training process.
Trainers gain new insight in what to expect from the mustang, thus alleviating the
chances for an animal to panic or take a defensive posture toward the trainer. This
method results in a calm, quiet and trusting horse.

WHIP



Gradually, the halter and the saddle are introduced to the horse. Patience,
perseverance and tolerance from the trainer instill trust with the horse. Qualified inmate
riders then introduce the animal to neck reining, foot cues and verbal commands.
When a horse is ready for the next training phase, it graduates from the training pen
to the trail. Here the horse will encounter vehicle traffic, water crossings, fences and
varied terrain.

Horses are also trained to load and unload in a 4-horse trailer.

What qualifies as a halter-trained mustang or burro?
These mustangs are selected for confirmation, size, and colour. They are screened
for disposition during the first two weeks of training. Those that are deemed too
difficult to train are sent to a long-term holding facility. Halter-trained mustangs are
usually 5 to 7 years old or are younger animals that have a blemish, making themmore
difficult to adopt. Older mustangs generally take longer to train and have to adapt to
strangers. They are not recommended for novice adopters. In order to graduate from
the halter training program, the mustang must:

• be caught and haltered in a small pen
• allow its feet to be picked up for trimming
• lead willingly, both inside a round pen and in an open field
• stand tied for grooming without pulling back
• lead into and out of a 4-horse or larger trailer
• lunge both in a round pen and in an open field.

How many mustangs and burros are available for adoption?
As far as untrained animals are concerned, there are usually 800 or more to choose
from. Most mustangs range in age from weanlings to 5-year-olds and include
mare/foal pairs. Most burros range in age from weanlings to 10 years old. Jenny/foal
pairs are sometimes available.

With regards to saddle-trained mustangs, there are usually five available at any time,
mostly geldings, and 30 more in training. Halter-trained mustangs are also available.
These are usually 4 to 5 years old.

WHIP
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COLORADO CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES

WHIP is under the umbrella of the Colorado Correctional Industries or CCi.

CCi is a combination of over 40 programs manufacturing goods and providing services
to thousands of government and/or non-profit customers in Colorado.

The company operates businesses in the agricultural, manufacturing and service-
related fields. This diversity includes office furniture, metal-fabricated goods, printing,
leather products and much more.

It is the mission of the Division of Correctional Industries to:

• Reduce inmate idleness and the demand for general-funded programs by working
as many inmates as possible in self-supporting and productive industries.

• Train inmates in meaningful skills, work ethics and quality standards that better
enable them to secure long-term employment after release from prison.

• Operate in a business-like manner so that enough revenues are realized each
year by the Division to meet the ongoing capital equipment, working inventories
and operating cash needs of the Division.

In 1977, legislative bill CRS 17-24-101 created the Division of Colorado Correctional
Industries within the Colorado Department of Corrections. This partnership works to
effectively manage offenders in controlled environments that are efficient, safe,
humane and appropriately secure, and to provide meaningful work and self-
improvement opportunities to assist offenders with community reintegration.

Although they are a division within the DOC, CCi is a cash-funded entity with
enterprise status that receives no tax monies for support. CCi programs result in a
cost avoidance for the State of approximately $5,000 per inmate when compared to
general-funded alternatives for training and employing inmates. With the employment
of approximately 1,200 inmates at 16 DOC facilities located throughout Colorado, this
equates to nearly $6,000,000 per year saved by taxpayers.

Customers include State agencies; city, county and government entities; and non-
profit organizations. Sales of products and services to these customers generate
earnings that must cover 100% of the Division’s operating, personal services and
capital equipment costs.

Through the Division, inmates can take advantage of training and work-ethic-related
activities. Many of the operations are coordinated with other programs to provide skills
and necessary literacy prior to employment. The programs offer maximum opportunity
and choice and include manufacturing, agricultural and service-oriented operations.

CCi



CCi programs provide benefits for taxpayers, inmates, victims and the DOC. These
benefits include:

• $6 million saved yearly by Colorado taxpayers. Every inmate employed by CCi
saves approximately $5,000 per year in supervision and programming costs.

• Inmates employed within the CCi Prison Industries Enhancement program have
consistently paid more than $39,000 annually in victims’ restitution and assistance.

• CCi jobs reduce inmate idleness, teachmarketable skills and improve prison safety.
• Studies show that recidivism rates are significantly lower for inmates who work
and train in correctional industry programs.

Further info may be found on the Bureau of Land Management site and the Colorado
Correctional Industries site:

<www.blm.gov/co/st/en/BLM_Programs/wild_horse_and_burro.html> and
<www.coloradoci.com>

CCi
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GUY MCENULTY: A conversation with the staff trainer

Guy McEnulty, a staff trainer with WHIP for 9 years, shares his thoughts.

CANDIDATES
The inmates need to meet certain requirements in order to participate in the program.
They need to be minimum-security prisoners. Some experience with horses is wanted.
The prisoners also need to show a certain dedication to the program and a passion
for horses.

THE HORSES
The horses are scared to death when they are entered into the program. These are
horses from the wild that are not accustomed to having people around. They are very
uncertain at first. The horses are treated very nicely with a great deal of care. With
such gentle care, they are usually able to overcome that fear.

SECURITY
There are always security concerns. The participants in the program are still prisoners
regardless of what they are doing and need to be treated like inmates. All vehicles that
are around need to be locked to avoid theft. An eye needs to be kept on the inmates
at all times particularly when there are women around. It is sometimes a difficult
environment to train the horses because security is always the number one concern.

THE CAMERA
As for the camera crew filming the documentary, it took a day or two to get used to. It
slowed down their regular routine for the first day or so. They were forced to stay in one
place rather then moving around as much. After the day or so it was back to normal.

SUCCESS
I consider the program a 100% success. The horses are given a good life. They are in
a relaxed state and no longer afraid. They have food and water and don’t have to fight
for it.

The inmates are given the satisfaction of finishing something, of achieving something.
There have been a few inmates with a very natural ability to train horses and inmates
that have gone on to interesting lives. One has gone on to the Air Force Academy,
working with horses, and another works as a race horse trainer.

STAFF TRAINER




